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About the cover

The cover image was taken just before a partial eclipse
of the sun, with the moon visible in the field of view. The
image was recorded on January 4, 1992, by the Mark III
K-Coronameter (MK3). The MK3, located at the Mauna Loa
Solar Observatory on the slopes of the Mauna Loa volcano
in Hawaii, is owned and operated by NCAR's High Altitude
Observatory (HAO).

The MK3 instrument uses a scanning linear detector array to
build up a two-dimensional image of the sun's corona. The
field of view extends from 1.12 to -2.4 solar radii. MK3 is
able to view the extremely dim corona through the earth's
sky by utilizing the fact that the earth's sky is essentially
unpolarized and the corona is highly polarized.

The MK3 instrument is able to build up an image of the
corona every three minutes, enabling it to view time-
dependent solar phenomena such as coronal mass ejections.
A mass ejection is a sudden expulsion of coronal material
from the sun into interplanetary space. The bright region just
above the moon in the cover image is the site of a mass
ejection that occurred about an hour before the image was
recorded. Speeds of mass ejections range from a few kilome-
ters per second (km/sec) to over 2000 km/sec (1 km/sec =
2,235 miles/hour).

MK3 images are stored in raw format on NCAR's Mass
Storage System and are processed on the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano).

This photo was submitted by Alice Lecinski, an associate
scientist with HAO.

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions. Please
send your graphic, along with a description including SCD facilities
or software used, to Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab; or send e-mail to
guzy@ncar..ucar.edu; or call Christine at (303) 497-1826.
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SCD Calendar

April

Deadline for papers,
tutorials, and workshops
for Supercomputing '93,
Portland, Oregon

14-

26

-15 SCD UNIX Basics Class

SCD Users Group
(SCDUG)

28 SCD UNICOS
Orientation Class

May

24 SCDUG

June

23 SCD UNICOS
Orientation Class

23-

28

14-

26

28

-24 SCD UNIX Basics Class

SCDUG

-15 SCD UNIX Basics Class

SCDUG

SCD UNICOS
Orientation Class

For more information about
these calendar items, send e-mail
to scdinfo @ ncar.ucar.edu.

Usage of Crays and MSS increases
...........
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by Bill Buzbee

The past year has seen a steady growth in usage of the Cray computers as
well as improvements in the Mass Storage System (MSS). Keeping a
working balance between the Crays and the MSS has been a major
challenge for us. (For more information on ways you can help alleviate
the load on the MSS, please refer to "Mass Storage Control Processor
nears its limit" in the November 1992 issue of SCD Computing News.)

Long-running jobs get substantial wallclock time on shavano

In fiscal year 1992, 1,525 users representing 228 sites and 926 projects
used the Y-MP8/864 (shavano) and the Y-MP2D (castle). On shavano,
about 85% of wallclock time goes to users. While 70% of this wallclock
time is allocated to jobs that require at least one CPU hour or more, 50%
of this time goes to jobs that require at least four CPU hours or more.
From 0100 to 0600 each day, the entire machine is turned over to single
jobs in the multitasked mode. In this type of parallel use, shavano is a
solid gigaflop performer, so it is worth it for users with large models to
go into this special-service queue. NCAR is unusual in that it has taken a
shared-memory supercomputer and dedicated it to parallel processing.

Data stored in MSS increases by 1 TB per month

Meanwhile, we have seen a tremendous increase in the amount of data
stored in the MSS. In 1990, the MSS held 15 terabytes (TB); in 1991,
20 TB; and in 1992, 29 TB. Currently the MSS holds 32 TB, and 1 TB
per month is being added. Given our current floor space, next year we
will approach the maximum capacity of the system, about 65 TB.

SCD has taken numerous steps to improve the MSS situation. For
instance, in 1992 we added I/O stations to both the StorageTek
Automated Cartridge System (the "silo") and the MSS. We also added
18 gigabytes (GB) to shavano's disk and upgraded the MSS controller.
This spring we will add four Exabyte drives to the MSS, and the ongoing
conversion to double-density 3490 cassettes is nearing completion.

However, the current growth rate in MSS storage-that is; the addition of
1 TB per month-is of major concern. Our records show that nearly 40%
of MSS files have a retention period of ten years or more. Please choose
your retention periods judiciously.



3490 tape cartridges: Miles of error-free data

by Jim Petruzzelli

The IBM 3490 tape cartridge is the basic, offline
storage medium for the Mass Storage System (MSS).
Each cartridge has a storage capacity of 400 million
bytes. As of March 1, 1993, there were 98,550
cartridges in use by the MSS. If you could unwind the
tape from each cartridge and connect all of it together,
the tape would extend 10,759 miles (approximately
four times the driving distance from New York to San
Francisco)!

Physical damage is rarely
found in the 3490 tape
cartridges.

Since the quality of 3490 tape cartridges is vital for a
smooth-running MSS, SCD periodically sends a
sampling of tape cartridges to the National Media
Laboratory (NML) in St. Paul, Minnesota, for analysis
and testing. In the most recent test, SCD submitted
five 3490 tape cartridges for analysis of potential and
existing problems. NML performed archival studies on
two of the tape cartridges. The remaining three
cartridges were analyzed for data-check problems.

Archival analysis: Because none of us are
getting any younger

NML conducted archival analysis on two of SCD's
3490 tape cartridges; one cartridge was three years
old, the other was six. Analysis included various tests
to determine whether these tape cartridges were
showing any detrimental aging effects. The tests
evaluated tape magnetic properties, physical
properties, chrome pigment condition, and condition of
the binder-the "glue" that holds the chromium
dioxide to the backing. The tests results were
compared to new 3490 tape cartridges friom various
manufacturers.

One of the archival analysis tests, the "percent
extractables," is used to indicate the amount of
degraded binder that has been generated over time due
to hydrolysis. A high percentage would indicate poor
binder integrity and a potential for generating debris-
loose particles of chromium dioxide. A comparison of
the test data showed that the sample tape cartridges
submitted by SCD were not significantly different
from the control tapes. According to NML, the results
of each archival analysis test indicated that SCD's tape
samples did not show significant degradation due to
aging effects.

3490 tape cartridges, like the one shown here, are the
media used by the MSS for permanent data storage.
(Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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As of March 1, 1993, there were 98,550 cartridges in use
(Photo by Bob Bumpas.)

Data-check analysis: A search for potholes

SCD submitted three other cartridges for data-check
analysis. NML tested these cartridges on recorder
systems to confirm the errors and their locations.
Two of the three tapes, according to the NML, had
occasional, "correctable" type errors which did not
present a data-integrity problem. Error occurrences
of this magnitude are typical of standard 3490 tape.

The third tape cartridge, however, did have a data-
check error at the end of the tape. The NML report
stated that some distortion and spoking existed near
the hub of the tape pack. Inspection of the tape
revealed cinches in that last few wraps at the hub.

The damaged portion of the tape
(foldovers and creases) was
apparently in the tape when
received from the manufacturer.

Physical damage is rarely found in
the 3490 tape cartridges. From the
time SCD started using them,
damage has been encountered in
only ten tape cartridges. Of these
ten cartridges, only one dataset
could not be regenerated.
Considering that there are 98,550
cartridges in use, ten is a
remarkably low number.

Wrapping it up

The integrity of datasets is
dependent upon reliable and
dependable storage media. And the
tests conducted by NML indicate
that SCD's storage media hold up
well over time and continue to be
a safe, reliable repository for the
data of SCD users.

by the MSS.
Because of the high reliability of
data stored on the 3490 tape
cartridges, SCD continues to

encourage users not to make a duplicate copy of large
datasets that could be regenerated by additional
computer runs.

Jim Petruzzelli is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.
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Access databases worldwide via NCAR Gopher

by Nancy Dawson

Need to look up an NCAR user's e-mail address,
check if the NCAR Library has a certain book, or get
a weather forecast for a city where you'll be attending
a conference? If you have a login on SCD's front-end
UNIX computer (meeker.ucar.edu), such data are now
readily available online through the Internet Gopher
software. Gopher is a popular information-delivery
system that was developed by the University of
Minnesota Computer and Information Services
Department in 1991.

NCAR Gopher provides a direct connection to the
UCAR/NCAR e-mail address and telephone directory
as well as to the NCAR Library online catalog (known
as NOLA). But that's only the local angle: NCAR
Gopher also provides access to the Colorado Alliance
of Research Libraries (CARL) and to databases at
other Gopher sites. And there's more: connections to
other Gopher sites give you access to other Internet

information tools, such as Archie (the index to
anonymous File Transfer Protocol files), the Wide
Area Information Server (WAIS), and World Wide
Web (WWW). But, before we get lost too far out on
the Internet, here's a view of how to get started using
Gopher and what you can expect to find.

Starting Gopher

To start the Gopher software, when you are logged
onto meeker, type

gopher

The NCAR Gopher main menu appears on your
screen, as shown in Figure 1. As more databases
become available, the choices on this menu will
change.

Figure 1. NCAR Gopher main menu
(as of March 1, 1993)
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Table 1. Gopher menu conventions

If item
ends with... Item is ...

(Period) A file
No special mark A file
/ (Slash) A directory or another

Gopher server
<TEL> TELNET connection

to another database

Gopher menu navigation

These Gopher menu navigation instructions apply to
NCAR Gopher and to any other Gopher site you
access from the NCAR Gopher while you are logged
in to meeker. (The symbols at the end of lines on the
main NCAR Gopher menu follow the conventions
used on most Gopher menus, as listed in Table 1.)
To make your selection:

1. Move the cursor to the line of your selection. (The
cursor is shown as -- > on the screen.) Move the
cursor by typing the number of the item and
pressing RETURN or by using the arrow keys.
(You can also use the cursor movement commands
from the vi or emacs editors.)

2. Press RETURN to make the selection. A status
messages appears in the lower right corner of your
screen until the connection is made.

3. After the connection is made, follow the instruc-
tions on the screen. If the text does not display
properly, your terminal setting is probably incor-
rect. Check with your local system administrator
for assistance with your particular setting. (There
are more troubleshooting tips in the SCD
UserDoc, "NCAR Gopher: A Data Retrieval
System." Ordering information is at the end of
the Documentation department.)

Gopher connections to some databases
via TELNET

1. If you choose a Gopher menu item that has
<TEL> at the end, you will be leaving Gopher to
access that database through TELNET. To leave
that database and return to Gopher, if the screen
doesn't specify how to quit, press the CONTROL
and RIGHT BRACKET keys simultaneously:

CONTROL-]

2. At the telnet> prompt, type:

quit

In most cases, this returns you to the previous Gopher
menu.

Finding information in GopherSpace

As you explore other Gopher sites, you may start to
feel the effects of information overload and wonder
how you could ever find files on a specific topic,
given all the Gopher sites and layers of Gopher
menus. A recently developed tool, named "veronica,"
offers a keyword search of Gopher menus at over 600
sites, and more sites are being added to its database.
To access veronica from the main NCAR Gopher
menu, select "Unidata Gopher" and then select
"Veronica (Search menu titles in GopherSpace)." The

veronica software was developed by Steve Foster and
Fred Barrie at the University of Nevada and is still

considered experimental.

Reaching other databases

You can access other types of databases by choosing

another Gopher site from the main NCAR Gopher
menu and then choosing the database from the Gopher
menu for that site. For example, if you choose the

University of Colorado Gopher, you can then select
WAIS, WWW, or Archie.
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Reaching NCAR Gopher from other sites

If you are at another Gopher site, there are two ways For system administrators:
you can reach NCAR Gopher without having to log in Installing Gopher on other
to meeker. You can choose "Other Gophers and computers
Information Servers" from your Gopher menu, then
choose "All Gopher Servers in the World," and finally
choose "National Center for Atmospheric Research

numerous operating systems such as UNIX
(NCAR)" from the alphabetical listing. Or, you curses and macs X Window System,
can connect directly by adding the address MacintoshesNeXTsteVMICMS OS/2
gopher.ucar.edu to the command you use to start Ma o .T ip MVS/XA, and others. The software is free
Gopher at your site.

and available via anonymous File Transfer
Protocol (FTP). For the most recent listing of

For more informationFor more information available Gopher software, get the latest online

For more information about NCAR Gopher, order the version of "Frequently Asked Questions
about Gopher." To do so, connect toSCD UserDoc "NCAR Gopher: A Data Retrieval g

System." The book The Whole Internet User's Guide The pathname of the file is /pub/usenet/
and Catalog, by Ed Krol (O'Reilly and Associates,
Sebastopol, California, 1992) has information on oGphr sn e i
Gopher, Archie, WAIS, and WWW. Archie
information is also in "Consult Archie, the FTP
archive guru, to find files" in the March 1992 issue of
SCD Computing News. For veronica information, read
the online files available from the veronica menu after
you have selected veronica from the Unidata Gopher
menu.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section. Sally Bates, a
writer/editor at Unidata, also contributed information to
this article.
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Distributed Software Libraries goes X

by Jim Petruzzelli

The Distributed Software Libraries (DSL) utility
allows you to take advantage of the excellent software
libraries supported at NCAR. DSL lets you access
NCAR's public domain software libraries, search for
subprograms to solve your mathematical problems,
and return the appropriate software or documentation
to your local computer anywhere on the Internet. The
screen-oriented, menu-driven version of this utility has
been available for the past few years, and now there is
a new version for the X Window System.

XmDSL is easy and simple
to use.

Interface undergoes face-lift

The X version of DSL (XmDSL) has the same
functionality as DSL, with the additional benefits of a
windowed interface. With its windowed interface and
online, context-sensitive help facility, XmDSL is easy
and simple to use. All you need to start using XmDSL
is a computer that can run X and access NCAR's DSL
server over the Internet.

In addition to providing you with information on how
to access XmDSL, this article will explain how to use
XmDSL to do the following:

* Browse through libraries and individual subprograms
* Search (by keyword) for subprograms of interest
* Transfer files to your local computer

Accessing XmDSL.

There are two methods of accessing XmDSL. The first
access method is prompt-driven (where you issue a
series of commands for which you are prompted). The
second access method is non-prompt-driven (where

you simply issue a single command). The prompt-
driven method is a two-step procedure-first you
connect to the DSL server by using either the telnet or
rlogin command, and then you provide the name of
the display for your X server. With the non-prompt-
driven method, you can combine the above two-step
procedure by using the rsh command.

Regardless of which access method you use, you will
first need to provide XmDSL with access to your X
server's display by using the xhost command. You
can do this by typing:

xhost +dsl.ucar.edu

from your X server's controlling host (usually the
console window).

Note: If your site uses another security scheme to
prohibit others from displaying to your screen, you
may need to disable it before you can access XmDSL.

Prompt-driven method for accessing XmDSL

With the prompt-driven method, you will access the
DSL server by using either the telnet or rlogin
command, and then you will provide the name of
your X server's display.

You can access the DSL server by using either the
telnet or rlogin command.

To use the telnet command, type:

telnet dsl.ucar.edu

When prompted for a login name, type:

xmdsl

Note that you will not be prompted for a password.
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Otherwise, you can use the rlogin command by
typing:

rlogin dsl.ucar.edu -1 xmdsl

Once you have accessed the DSL server, you will
receive the "DISPLAY = (host.domain:0)" prompt.
Type:

host.domain :0

where host.domain is the name of your X server's
display.

After you have entered the display name, the
following messages will appear on your screen:

Disconnecting terminal and starting

XmDSL

Please be patient!

Connection closed by foreign host.

These messages simply indicate that your terminal is
being disconnected from the DSL server and that the
main XmDSL window will momentarily be displayed
to your screen. (Figure 1 on p. 10 shows an illustra-
tion of the XmDSL window.)

If you receive an error rather than the above messages,
check your entered X server's display name and
make sure that you have correctly entered the xhost
command. If the problem persists, contact your system
administrator or the SCD consultant on duty by
sending e-mail to consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or calling
(303) 497-1278.

Non-prompt-driven method for
accessing XmDSL

The rsh command provides you with a method of
accessing XmDSL without having to respond to a
series of intermediary prompts. (This is especially
useful when used in a window manager menu option.
The XmDSL help facility provides instructions that
explain how to incorporate XmDSL into your own
window manager menus.) To use rsh from a
command line, type:

NEWS

rsh dsl.ucar.edu -1 xmdsl "host.domain:0"

where host.domain is the name of your X server's
display. Provided that you have correctly entered this
command and the xhost command, the XmDSL
window will momentarily be displayed to your screen.

Thanks, but I'm just browsing

Once you have the main XmDSL window on your
screen, you can begin browsing through libraries and
individual subprograms.

To browse, simply do the following:

1. Click on the desired library in the LIBRARIES
window.

XmDSL will display a list of the subprograms and
documentation files for the selected library in the
UTILITIES/SUBPROGRAMS window.

2. Click on the desired utility/subprogram in the
UTILITIES/SUBPROGRAM window.

XmDSL will display the source code or text for
your specified subprogram. If you also want to
see all of the "dependent" subprograms for
your selected utility/subprogram, click on the
RETRIEVE ALL button.

In search of...

If you want to search (by keyword) for subprograms
of interest, do the following:

1. Click on the SEARCH button.

XmDSL will display the SEARCH window.

2. Once the SEARCH window is on your screen,
specify which libraries you want searched by
clicking on the name of your desired library. If
you want your search to include all the libraries,
click on the SELECT ALL button.
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Figure 1. The XmDSL main window
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3. Click on the Keyword box and type your search
string.

Note: The search string can only contain a single
word-multiple word searches are not supported.

4. Click OK.

XmDSL will respond by displaying the Found
window. This window displays summaries for all
subprograms that matched your search criteria.

Get it, got it, good

XmDSL provides you with two methods for trans-
ferring files to your local computer. Files can be
transferred via e-mail or File Transfer Protocol (FTP).
To send a selected file via e-mail to your local
computer, do the following:

1. Click on your desired library and utility/sub-
program. If you also want all of the "dependent"
subprograms for your selected utility/subprogram,
click on the RETRIEVE ALL button.

2. Click on the MAIL button.

XmDSL will display the Mail window to your
screen.

3. Click to activate the cursor and type in your
e-mail address. If you are outside the NCAR
e-mail domain, use your fully qualified e-mail
domain.

4. Click OK to send the file(s) to your local
computer. To cancel the transaction, click
CANCEL.

Note: If the file you are attempting to e-mail is bigger
than 50 kilobytes (KB), XmDSL will break your file
into separate mail messages of 50 KB or less. For
example, if you attempted to send the subprogram
lsoda.f (which is larger than 50 KB), your local
computer will receive the mail messages "lsoda.f:1 of
2" and "lsoda.f:2 of 2" where the first message
includes the first 50 KB of lsoda.f and the second
includes the rest of the file.

Online help

For information on sending a selected file via FTP (or
if you have questions relating to any other function of
XmDSL), try using the help facility. Whenever you
want help, click the HELP button. The cursor will
change into a "?" (question mark), which you can
then move to the area of the screen you wish to get
help on; after you click again, you will see help
information for that topic, as well as a list of all
available topics within XmDSL's help facility (which
you can click on as well).

Jim Petruzzelli is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.
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What's new with NAG: Mark 15 Fortran Library
comes to shavano A

by Dick Valent

SCD's Math Libraries Support Group has installed the
Mark 15 Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) Fortran
Library on the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano). Mark 15
is the latest version of the NAG library, which has
been supported on Cray computers at NCAR since
1982. Mark 15 will replace Mark 14 on shavano on
April 19.

A description of what's new, including which routines
have been replaced, can be obtained by typing the
following command on shavano:

news nagl5 I more

The interactive online command nagl5help is also
available on shavano, and is useful in helping you
select NAG routines for use in your applications. This
utility is intended to complement, not replace, the
NAG vendor's set of Fortran Library manuals. (See
the last paragraph of this article for ordering
information.)

Routines must end in E, not F

A word of caution is in order here: the nagl5help
command and the NAG manuals reflect the double-
precision (F) implementation of the NAG sub-
programs, rather than the single-precision E
implementation that is installed on shavano. This
means that in the NAG documentation, you will
encounter NAG subprograms names such as A02AAF
instead of A02AAE. In your shavano programs, the
names of the NAG routines that you call must end in
E, not F. Otherwise you will receive an "unsatisfied
external" diagnostic message, and your program will
abort when you call the F routines. It is not known
how long this confusion will persist in the NAG
documentation.

Mark 15: Bigger and better

Mark 15 represents a considerable expansion of the
NAG Fortran Library. It contains a total of 1,045
documented subprograms for the solution of numerical
and statistical problems. There are 167 new sub-
programs in Mark 15. Two new chapters have been
introduced: Chapter F07, "Linear Equations," and
Chapter G12, "Survival Analysis."

Of the 167 new subprograms, 98 may be found in
chapter F07. This new chapter includes subprograms
to compute factorizations, solutions, error bounds, and
condition numbers for real and complex linear systems
of the following types:

* Symmetric
* Hermitian
* Positive-definite
* General
* Band
* Triangular

NAG Ltd. was one of the organizations contributing to
the development of LAPACK. It is no surprise, then,
that the LAPACK routines are being incorporated into
the NAG Fortran Library. Chapter F07 contains 98 of
the 284 LAPACK complex and real routines. (Please
see "Real and complex LAPACK routines now
installed on shavano," in this issue, for more
information on the versions of the LAPACK library
on shavano.)

Subprogram changes

The eleven subprograms that have been removed in
Mark 15 are listed below in the left column; their
recommended replacements are listed in the right
column.
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Withdrawn
C02ADE
E1OACE
FO1CDE
F01CEE
FO1CGE
FO1CHE
FO1LZE
F01QAE
FO1QBE
F02SZE
H02BAE

Recommended
C02AFE
E01DAE and E02DEE
FO1CTE
FO1CTE
FO1CTE
FO1CTE
F02SWE and F02SXE
F01QCE
F01QJE
F02SYE
H02BBE

All the recommended replacement subprograms are
also resident in the Mark 14 version of the library.

Loading the nag15 binary library

To load the nag l5 binary library with your program
on shavano, use the following command:

cf77 -L/usr/local/lib -lnagl5 job.f

or

segldr -L/lib,/usr/lib,/usr/local/lib -lnagl5 job.o

Documentation via anonymous FTP

In addition to the NAG Fortran Library manuals
and the nagl5help facility, users may obtain
documentation and example files via anonymous
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) as follows: Log in
anonymously via FTP to the computer named
ftp.ucar.edu, then change directories using the ed
command to directory nagl5. (More information on
obtaining documents via FTP can be found in the
Documentation department in this issue.) The doc
subdirectory contains the following files:

essint Essential reading for NAG users
replaced Description of subprograms to be

replaced
un User note for Mark 15
news News file
summary Short descriptions of Mark 15 user

entries

Similarly, the nagl5 subdirectory examples contains
the subdirectories data, results, and source. These
further elucidate the library by providing small tests
for each of the user-level subprograms. You may find
these tests helpful in learning about NAG Mark 15
subprograms, and can use them to build more complex
applications of the library.

April 19 cutover: Names will change

As mentioned above, the Mark 15 NAG Fortran
Library, as well as the supplementary online
documentation naghelp utility, will be become the
default on shavano on April 19, replacing the Mark 14
version. If you have not done so already, please
execute your programs that use the NAG Fortran
Library with the Mark 15 version to make sure your
programs will execute after April 19.

On the cutover date of April 19, nag 15 names will be
switched to nag. The shavano library nag15 and the
shavano nagl5help utility will be switched to nag and
naghelp, respectively; the nagl5 directory on anony-
mous FTP will be changed to nag. Also at that time,
the Distributed Software Libraries (DSL) directory
nag will contain information specific to Mark 15.

NAG Fortran Library manuals available

Complete sets of NAG Fortran Library manuals are
available for reference in the SCD consulting offices
at both the Mesa Lab (ML, Room 17) and the
Foothills Lab (FL-3, Room 2125). The NAG Fortran
Library Manuals are $400 for a ten-volume set of
Mark 15 manuals. You can also buy the Introductory

Guide for $30 or the Concise Reference Guide for
$55. To order, call (708) 971-2337 or write:

NAG, Inc. Technical Sales
1101 31st Street, Suite 100
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

Please address questions and concerns to Dick Valent
(e-mail: valent@ncar.ucar.edu).

Dick Valent is head of the Math Libraries Support Group
within the SCD User Services Section.
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Real and complex LAPACK routines now installed
on shavano

by Dick Valent

Author's note: Some of the following general
information was taken from the LAPACK README
file available from netlib, a software distribution
service residing at Oak Ridge National Laboratories.
Source code for the 1.Ob version of the LAPACK
library, recently built on shavano, was also obtained
from netlib. As such, the software is freely available to
all users.

IAPACK is intended to
succeed the EISPACK and
LINPACK libraries.

The 1.0b version of the Linear Algebra PACKage
(LAPACK) is now available on shavano (the CRAY
Y-MP8/864) for use in solving basic linear algebra
problems.

LAPACK is a transportable library of FORTRAN 77
subroutines for solving the most common problems in
numerical linear algebra: systems of linear equations,
linear least squares problems, eigenvalue problems,
and singular value problems. It has been designed to
be efficient on a wide range of modern high-
performance computers.

The library routines are written so that as much of the
computation as possible is performed by calls to the
Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS). Highly
efficient machine-specific implementations of
the BLAS are available for many modern high-
performance computers. The BLAS enable LAPACK
routines to achieve high performance with portable
software. Strictly speaking, the BLAS are not part of
LAPACK.

Replacing EISPACK and UNPACK

LAPACK is intended to be the successor to the older
EISPACK and LINPACK libraries, which were
released in 1972 and 1978, respectively, and which
have served the user community well through the
years. LAPACK has more functionality than
EISPACK and LINPACK because it includes the
following:

* Equilibration, iterative refinement, error bounds, and
driver routines for linear systems

* Routines for computing and reordering the Schur
factorization

* Condition estimation routines for eigenvalue
problems

LAPACK delivers more accuracy than the standard
algorithms in EISPACK, because it includes high-
accuracy algorithms for finding singular values and
eigenvalues of bidiagonal and tridiagonal matrices,
respectively, that arise in singular value decomposition
(SVD) and symmetric eigenvalue problems. The
algorithms and software have been restructured to
achieve high efficiency on vector processors, high-
performance "superscalar" workstations, and shared-
memory multiprocessors. A comprehensive testing and
timing suite is provided along with the LAPACK
software.

The users' guide to LAPACK

The LAPACK Users' Guide is published by the
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
(SIAM). The guide gives an informal introduction to
the design of the algorithms and software, summarizes
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the contents of the package, and describes conventions
used in the software and its documentation. More than
100 of its 235 pages are devoted to describing the
calling sequences of the 130-odd real subprograms and
the 140-odd complex ones.

The LAPACK Users' Guide is available for reference
in the SCD consulting offices at both the Mesa Lab
(ML, Room 17) and the Foothills Lab (FL-3, Room
2125). The guide can be ordered through e-mail
(service@siam.org) or by calling 1-800-447-SIAM.
The list price is $19.50, and the SIAM member price
is $15.60.

LAPACK is online at NCAR

SCD's Math Libraries Support Group has now built
the official netlib 1.0b version of LAPACK (that is,
the real and complex portions, comprising 284 user
entries) to encourage users to familiarize themselves
with it, and to use it in the development of their new
applications.

One motivating factor was that computer vendors are
moving toward LAPACK and away from EISPACK
and LINPACK, and there are an increasing number of
references in the literature about the library. But there
was another consideration that convinced us: a
shavano user running a simulation of the evolution of
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet was stymied by the
amount of computer time required to solve 16,000
300 x 300 linear systems. Switching to the Cray
Research, Inc. (CRI) version of LAPACK routines in
library sci gave the user a 30% speedup over
LINPACK.

CRI and NAG implementations

There are also two partial implementations of
LAPACK on shavano: one is by CRI and the other by
NAG. The CRI routines are located in library sci, and
at the time of this writing on shavano's UNICOS 6.1.6
operating system, there are 40 routines in library sci
for solving dense real and complex linear-systems
problems. There are 98 subprograms in NAG's F07

NEWS

chapter of Mark 15 (see "What's new with NAG:
Mark 15 Fortran library comes to shavano," in this
issue) that are implementations of LAPACK
subprograms.

You can learn which LAPACK routines are available
on shavano in CRI's library sci by executing the
command man lapack. Similarly, you can learn which
routines NAG offers by examining the F07 chapter
with the nagl5help command.
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Switching to the Cray version
of IAPACK gave one user a
30% speedup over LINPACK.

Potential users of the LAPACK routines on shavano
should keep in mind that CRI's LAPACK routines are
highly optimized, so it is important to use the library
sci routine when possible. You can do this with the
following cf77 or segldr invocations:

cf77 -L/usr/local/lib -lsci,lapack job.f

or

segldr -L/lib,/usr/lib,/usr/local/lib -lsci,lapack job.o

Getting started

The Math Libraries Support Group urges people who
are developing new applications on shavano to use
LAPACK routines in their codes. The best way to get
started is to order a copy of the LAPACK User Guide;
it is the single best reference for the library that I'm
aware of, and is a bargain with respect to the amount
of information contained. It contains both overview
and detailed information on the routines, for users and
installers alike.

Dick Valent is head of the Math Libraries Support Group
within the SCD User Services Section.
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Jumbo TAGS combo matrix:
Your guide to TAGS capabilities

by Tom Parker

The Text and Graphics System (TAGS) supports a
wide variety of input files and output devices.
However, not all possible combinations of input/
output are currently available. To help you
determine which combinations are currently valid,
we present a matrix in Table 1 (see p. 18).

Using the matrix

To use the matrix, first find the column that
corresponds to your type of input file; then find
the row that corresponds to the desired output
device and format. The matrix indicates the status
of that combination of input file and output device
format.

The status codes are:

Description

This combination is currently
supported.

This combination is not currently
supported.

This combination is expected to be
available soon.

For qual=good and qual=better,
this combination is currently
supported. For qual=best, this
combination is expected to be
available soon.

Note that input files are specified to TAGS via the
REQ= parameter (required); output device formats
are specified to TAGS via the MACR= parameter.
See the sections below, "Supported input files"
and "Supported output device formats."

Keeping the matrix up to date

Since new combinations will be added in the
future, the TAGS matrix will also be kept online
and be updated regularly to reflect the latest status
of TAGS. The online version is available through
anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP) from the
computer named ftp.ucar.edu and is in the file
docs/graphics/tags.matrix. (For instructions on
how to obtain SCD documents via anonymous
FTP, see the Documentation department of this
issue.)

Supported input files

The following is a key to the supported input files
on TAGS shown in Table 1.

Text
PRINT = ASCII text file
PS = PostScript file

CGM
NCGM = NCAR Computer Graphics Metafile
CGM = generic Computer Graphics Metafile

Raster
NRIF = NCAR Raster Image Format
ENRIF = Encapsulated NCAR Raster Image

Format
SUN = Sun raster image
XWD = X Window Dump (X11 raster image)
AVS = Application Visualization System
HDF = Hierarchical Data Format
SGI = Silicon Graphics, Inc.
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Table 1. TAGS matrix of input (REQ=) and output (MACR=) combinations
(as of 3/8/93)

REQ=

_ _ _Z Z0Q

Device MACR= a a Z U Z w X Z

Dicomed viewerbw y s yls yls s s s s s s s
(film,
fiche, viewerci y y y y y y y y y y y
movies)

slidesbw y s yls yls s s s s s s s

slidesbwsq y s yls yls s s s s s s s.

slidescl y y y y y y y y y y y

slidesclsq y y y y y y y y y y y

moviebw 16 y - y/s yls s s s s s s s

moviebw35 y s yls yls s s s s s s s

movieci y y y y y y y y y y y

fiche y s y/s y/s s s s s s 

4x5 y y y y y y y y y y y

custom y s y y y y y y y y y

Xerox 4050 4050
(laser s y y y - - - - - - -

printer)

Video videovhs - - y y y y y y y y y

videosvhs - - y y y y y y y y y

videoumatic - - y y y y y y y y y

videobetacam - - y y y y y y y y y

Canon 500
CLC500
(color - s s s - - - - - - -

hardcopy,
transpar-
encies)

j- text-[4-cgm~ raster -- I
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Supported output device formats

The following is a key to the supported output
device formats on TAGS shown in Table 1.

Dicomed
viewerbw = microfilm-black & white (default

output device)
viewercl = microfilm-color
slidesbw = slides-black & white
slidesbwsq = slides-black & white, square
slidescl = slides-color
slidesclsq = slides-color, square
moviebw l6 = movie-black & white, 16 mm
moviebw35 = movie-black & white, 35 mm
moviecl = movie color, 16 mm
fiche = microfiche
4x5 = 4" x 5"
custom = user customized

Xerox
4050 = Xerox 4050 laser printer (black & white)

Video
videovhs = video-VHS
videosvhs = video-Super VHS
videoumatic = video-U-matic
videobetacam = video-Beta

Canon
500 = color hardcopy or transparency (not

currently available)

For more information

For more information about TAGS, please see the
Text and Graphics System Reference Manual,
available through SCD; document ordering
information may be found on the back cover
of this newsletter. You can also contact the
SCD Consulting Office by sending e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or by calling (303)
497-1278.

Tom Parker is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.

Valid project numbers required
for all MSS jobs

User project numbers are now being verified with
SCD's User Master File (UMF) for all Mass
Storage System (MSS) jobs; this went into effect
February 8. If your default project number is no
longer valid, or if you override it and specify one
that is invalid for your userid, your job will fail
with an appropriate error message. This change
will prevent charges being accidentally generated
for invalid project numbers.

NCAR Graphics Version 3.2
becomes default on shavano

On March 22, Version 3.2 of NCAR Graphics
became the default version on the CRAY
Y-MP8/864 (shavano). This change requires
you to make some minor changes to your
makefiles and scripts, and may require you to
add an environment variable.

Please see the Daily Bulletin for details.
(Instructions for obtaining the Daily Bulletin may
be found in the Documentation department in
this issue. If you need further help getting the
bulletin, you may contact SCD User Information
by sending e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or
calling 303-497-1225.)
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TAGS jobs need valid
project numbers

User project numbers are now being verified with
SCD's User Master File (UMF) for all Text and
Graphics System (TAGS) jobs; this went into
effect February 16. If your default project number
is no longer valid, or you override it and specify
one that is invalid for your userid, your job will
fail with an appropriate error message. This
change will prevent charges being accidentally
generated for invalid project numbers.

The exception will be for requests submitted from
the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano) or the CRAY
Y-MP2D (castle), where a long-running request
may have been valid when submitted to the com-
pute server but not when it arrived on TAGS-
for example, because of General Accounting Unit
(GAU) consumption. This will prevent lost outputs
from long-running compute jobs.

UNIX Basics Class is offered

The SCD UNIX Basics Class will be held from
09:00-15:00 Mountain Time in the Director's
Conference Room at the NCAR Mesa Lab on the
following dates:

April 14-15
June 23-24
July 14-15

(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)

UNIX Basics is a popular hands-on class and
often has a waiting list. To increase your chances
of getting into the class you want, register early.
To register, send e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu
or call the SCD course-enrollment line at (303)
497-1225. (Note: This class or equivalent
knowledge of UNIX is a prerequisite for the
UNICOS Orientation Class.)

UNICOS Orientation is
held bimonthly

The UNICOS Orientation Class will be held from
08:30-16:30 Mountain Time at NCAR on the
following dates:

April 28 (Wednesday) Mesa Lab, Damon Room
June 23 (Wednesday) Foothills Lab, FL3,

Room 1067
July 28 (Wednesday) Mesa Lab, Damon Room

The class introduces UNIX/UNICOS programming
tools and the NCAR computing environment, and
requires a good understanding of basic UNIX.
Topics covered include make and makefiles, shell
scripts, NCAR hardware and access methods,
Mass Storage System commands, CFT77 and
CF77, library and segldr considerations, fmgen,
the NQS (Network Queueing System) batch
system, job accounting, graphics facilities, and
debugging with cdbx.

Please register in advance by sending e-mail to
scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or calling the SCD course-
enrollment line at (303) 497-1225.

This free, two-day class introduces you to the
basics of UNIX. Topics covered include essential
UNIX commands; UNIX file permissions; I/O
redirection, pipes, and filters; job processing; the
vi editor; UNIX e-mail; and basic C shell features
such as history, aliasing, simple scripts, and shell
files.
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This department lists recently released SCD
documents, which you can order by phone or
electronic mail. Instructions for obtaining printed
copies of SCD documents appear under "SCD
Documentation Orders" on the back cover of this
newsletter. Instructions for obtaining copies of
online documents appear at the end of this
department.

NCAR Gopher provides
information online

"NCAR Gopher: A Data Retrieval System,"
Version 1.0, February 1993 (6 pages) has just
been released. This document provides information
about using the Internet Gopher software, which
provides access to databases and files stored on
computers all over the world. The software is
available on SCD's front-end UNIX computer,
meeker.ucar.edu. The document also includes
information for system administrators who want to
install Gopher on other computers. See "Access
databases worldwide via NCAR Gopher" in this
issue for more information.

DSL UserDoc renovated

"Distributed Software Libraries," Version 1.3,
February 1993 (20 pages) is now available. This
UserDoc describes how to use the Distributed
Software Libraries (DSL) utility to access most of
NCAR's public domain software libraries, search
for subprograms to solve your mathematical
problems, and return the appropriate software or
documentation to your home computer anywhere
on the Internet. This document gives instructions
for accessing and using DSL; it includes examples
and a list of available commands. New to this
version of the document is a section that explains

how to access XmDSL, the new DSL utility for
the X Window System. (For more information on
DSL, see "Distributed Software Libraries goes X,"
in this issue.)

Graphics parameters added to
TAGS reference manual

The Text and Graphics System Reference Manual,
Version 3.0, March 1993 (58 pages) has been
revised. TAGS allows you to select the desired
output device (including film, black-and-white
hardcopy, color laser printer hardcopy, and
videotape) for your graphics or text file.

The manual describes all TAGS parameters,
including ways to customize your output format,
and describes special considerations for film and
video output. Appendixes provide hints on using
color and instructions for customizing the
placement of images in film frames. Modifications
in this version include information on new
graphical parameters for production of videotapes,
file formats accepted by TAGS (including
PostScript, raster, ASCII, Computer Graphics
Metafiles, and several others), and videotape
formats produced by TAGS.

New version of FTP document
released

The updated "Using FTP for File Transfer at
NCAR," Version 2.0, March 1993 (11 pages) has
just been released. File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is
a reliable method of transferring files from one
computer to another over the Internet. This
document explains basic FTP concepts and
documents the most commonly used FTP
commands. It discusses using FTP from UNIX
computers and from DOS and Macintosh
computers at NCAR.
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How to access the SCD
Daily Bulletin

The Daily Bulletin is an online daily status report
of all SCD computing systems. It is the most
current source of news about computing at NCAR,
giving information about hardware, software,
documentation, communication links, and
scheduled and unscheduled computer downtime.

The Daily Bulletin is prepared weekdays by the
SCD Consulting Office between 08:45 and 09:00
Mountain Time and again, if necessary, at 16:00.

Interactive access

If you log into the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano),
the front-end computer (meeker), or one of the
NCAR divisional computers, type:

dailyb

IRJE access

If you use the Internet Remote Job Entry System
(IRJE), use File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to access
the computer named windom.ucar.edu. Once you
have logged into your account, type:

get .dailyb filename

where filename is the name you assign to the file
on your computer.

MIGS access

If you use the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server
(MIGS) from your local computer, type:

nrnet dailyb filename

where filename is the name of the local file into
which the Daily Bulletin will be returned.

FTP access

The Daily Bulletin is now also available via
anonymous FTP in the top-level directory with the
filename dailyb. For directions on how to obtain
the Daily Bulletin and other SCD documents via
anonymous FTP, see "Obtain SCD documentation
via anonymous FTP," below.

If you have questions, please contact the SCD
consultant on duty by sending e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or calling (303) 497-1278.

Obtain SCD documents via
anonymous FTP

A growing number of SCD documents is available
via anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP) on
the computer named ftp.ucar.edu. The User
Documentation Catalog, which includes
descriptions of UNICOS documentation, and the
yearly indexes of SCD Computing News are also
available online. The complete list of online
documents is in the README file in the does
subdirectory.

To obtain copies of online documents, follow the
steps below.

1. From your local computer connected to the
Internet, type:

ftp ftp.ucar.edu

or

ftp 128.117.64.4

2. When prompted for a login name, type:

anonymous
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Note: If your local computer is a Digital
Equipment VAX running VMS, you may need
to type:

"anonymous"

3. Enter your login ID at the password prompt
and wait for the ftp> prompt.

If you're examining does for the first time,
you may obtain a README file with a list of
the documentation categories (subdirectories)
currently available by typing:

cd does
get README
quit

You can read the README file using your
own system tools.

If you already know the subdirectory you
want, you can use the dir (or Is) command
within directories to list the contents.

4. To transfer a file to your present working
directory on your local computer, change
directories to the desired subdirectory of does
and use the get command. For example:

cd cray
get filename

where filename is the name of the file you
want to transfer.

Caution: If your local computer already has a
file with a name identical to the one you want
to transfer, your existing file will be replaced
with the new file. To give a file a new name
on your local computer, type:

get filename newfilename

5. To terminate the anonymous FTP session,
type:

quit
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Principal investigator Dr. Bob Grossman (University of Colorado's Astrophysical Planetary and Atmospheric
Sciences Department) and colleague Dr. Peggy Le Mone (NCAR's Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology
Division) coordinate boundary layer observations aboard NCAR's Lockheed Electra during TOGA/COARE
(the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere/Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment). When
analyzed, data collected on these flights will serve scientists studying ocean-atmosphere interaction. (Photo
by Bob Bumpas.)
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Trademarks: CRAY, SSD, CRAY Y-MP, and UNICOS are registered trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. * CFT, CFT77, COS, SEGLDR, Autotasking, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of
Cray Research, Inc. * IBM and RISC System/6000 are registered trademarks of International
Business Machines Corp. * AIX is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. * DEC,
VAX, VMS, and DECstation are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. * EXABYTE is a
registered trademark of Exabyte Corp. * Macintosh is a trademark of Macintosh Laboratories, Inc.
* X Window System is a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology * PostScript is a
registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. * UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System
Laboratories, Inc. * Sun Workstation is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. * Sun,
SunOS, Sun-3, Sun-4, SPARC, and SPARCstation are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. *
ANSI is a trademark of American National Standards Institute, Inc. * Motif is a trademark of
Open Software Foundation * FORTRAN-lint is a registered trademark of IPT Corp. * Connection
Machine is a registered trademark of Thinking Machines Corp. * CM-2 and CM-5 are trademarks
of Thinking Machines Corp. * Auspex and NS 5000 are trademarks of Auspex Systems, Inc. *
Copyrights: NCAR Graphics is copyrighted software of the University Corporation for Atmo-
spheric Research. Note: Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or
recommendation of that company or product to the exclusion of others.

Change of address form

Q Add to mailing list Q Delete from mailing list Q Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number 'Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000. Or include the above information in e-mail addressed to
sylvia@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet.



SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY
Phone

S Contact (303) E-mail

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consultl
SCD Visitor/User Information 497-1225 sedinfo
SCD Course Enrollment 497-1225 scdinfo
Graphics Software Purchase Information 497-1201 scdinfo
Research Data Archive Access Data Support 497-1219 datahelp
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 rosemary
Computing Resource Applications JoAn Knudson 497-1207 knudson
SCD Computing News Editor Lynda Lester 497-1285 lester
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Networking Information
Data Communications/Networking Information Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consultl
Network Trouble Reports (24 hour) Operations Supervisor 497-1200 opns
NCAR/UCAR Network Work Requests Belinda Housewright 497-1310 scdmg

Operations Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240 niff
Machine Room Operations Supervisor 497-1200 opns
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42 andy
T'ape Librarian Sue Jensen 497-1245 sue
Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Documentation
SCD Documentation Information 497-1225 scdinfo
SCD Documentation Orders Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Sending Electronic Mail to NCAR Staff: Use the addresses in the e-mail column above and the appropriate
network information below to send e-mail to SCD staff:

* Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
* BITNET users: Use the BITNET address name@ncario. Please consult your system administrator for the

exact syntax.
* SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 33.599 or 34391)
* Telemail/OMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the UserDoc "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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